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Publishing Cabinet material on the web: approval process and
publication requirements
Summary
1

A Minister may decide that it is appropriate for Cabinet material to be published online,
either proactively or following a request for the information made under the Official
Information Act 1982.

2

The Cabinet Manual (at paragraph 8.4) provides guidance about the proactive release of
Cabinet material. This notice sets out in further detail the processes and responsibilities that
follow a Minister’s decision to publish Cabinet material on the web. It aims to support
departments and staff in Ministers’ offices to publish Cabinet material online consistently
and effectively so that it is easy to find. The notice covers:
•
•
•
•

the approval process, including roles and responsibilities;
consideration of principles of the Official Information Act 1982 and other
relevant considerations;
content and presentation requirements; and
quality assurance.

3

“Cabinet material” means submissions that have been considered by Cabinet or a Cabinet
committee, and Cabinet and Cabinet committee minutes. “Publisher” means the person in a
department or a Minister’s office who is responsible for administering the publication of the
Cabinet material on the web.

4

The notice relates only to Cabinet material of the current administration. The process for
publicly releasing Cabinet material of a previous administration is set out in paragraphs 8.83
and 8.84 of the Cabinet Manual.
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Approval to publish Cabinet material
5

Cabinet material may be published on the web only if the relevant portfolio Ministers(s) has
approved the release of the material in that way. The publisher is responsible for obtaining
the approval or for checking that approval has been obtained.

6

Approval can be obtained by:
•
•
•

7

8

the publisher (ie a Minister’s office or department) seeking the portfolio Minister’s
approval to publish a Cabinet paper/minute online;
the portfolio Minister directing officials to publish a Cabinet paper/minute online; or
the Cabinet minute noting that the portfolio Minister will publish the information on the
web.

Before approving publication, the Minister should consider:
7.1

the application of the principles in the Official Information Act 1982, the Privacy
Act 1993, and the Security in the Government Sector manual to the information;

7.2

whether the document contains any information that would have been withheld if the
information had been requested under the Official Information Act 1982;

7.3

whether the document contains any information that must be withheld under the
terms of any other legislation; and

7.4

whether, in the circumstances, publication on the web is the best means of public
release.

If a Minister decides before the paper is considered by a Cabinet committee or by Cabinet
that publication will be appropriate, the paper should contain a recommendation noting that
intention:
note that the Minister intends to publish this paper and related Cabinet decisions
online, subject to consideration of any deletions that would be justified if the
information had been requested under the Official Information Act 1982.

Content and presentation
9

It is the publisher’s responsibility to ensure that only the final versions of Cabinet material
are published on the web.
•
•

Papers: the final version of a paper is that signed and dated by the Minister and
considered by a Cabinet committee or Cabinet.
Minutes: the final version of a minute is that issued by the Cabinet Office following a
Cabinet or Cabinet committee meeting.

10

Cabinet committee minutes should not be published, however, until they have been
confirmed by Cabinet.

11

Depending on their administrative arrangements with departments, Ministers’ offices may
choose to review the finalised content before publication on the web.
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12

Once Cabinet material is published on the web, the storage and handling requirements
belonging to its original security classification (specified in the Security in the Government
Sector manual and at http://www.security.govt.nz/sigs/index.html) may no longer apply.
Unless some information has been withheld from the online version, departments may need
to think about reviewing the security requirements of the original version stored on their
document management systems.

13

Where possible, papers and relevant minutes should be published together so that readers
have context for the decisions made by Cabinet. The Cabinet Office is able to provide
electronic copies of minutes on request.

14

Where Cabinet material has been published on the web following a request under the
Official Information Act, any deletions should be flagged in the body of the text at each
deletion point. It is good practice to state the reasons for deleting information.

15

Do not publish:
•
•
•
•

16

Cabinet Office summaries, which do not provide information additional to that
contained in Cabinet papers and/or minutes;
the distribution lists on Cabinet and Cabinet committee minutes, since their
function is purely administrative for the distribution of hard copy documents;
the names and signatures of Cabinet Office committee secretaries; or
CAB100 consultation forms accompanying Cabinet papers.

Cabinet material published on the web should conform with the current New Zealand
Government Web Standards 2.0. At the time of writing this notice, this is version 2.0 (dated
March 2009) and is available at http://webstandards.govt.nz/new-zealand-government-webstandards-2/

Quality assurance
17

It is the publisher’s responsibility to ensure the quality and accuracy of Cabinet material
made available on the web.

18

The following points should be included in any quality assurance checklists used by
publishers of Cabinet material:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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the Minister has approved the item for publication
it is the final signed version being published
if it is a Cabinet committee minute, that it has been confirmed by Cabinet
the title and other reference information (eg shoulder number) is accurate
the date on which the paper was signed has been included
any distribution lists have been removed
the Cabinet Office summary (including its distribution list) has been removed
the signatures of the Secretary of Cabinet and/or of Cabinet committee
secretaries have been removed
the related CAB100 consultation form has been removed
all related Cabinet material (paper, minute) is included
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19

As a protection against misuse of Cabinet material, a Crown Copyright statement should be
included with the content of each document published on the web.

20

A diagram and checklist for the approval and quality assurance process summarises
requirements.

Rebecca Kitteridge
Secretary of the Cabinet

Enquiries:
Michelle Edgerley (for advice on publishing Cabinet material on the web)
michelle.edgerley@dpmc.govt.nz
Ph: 817-9735
Margaret Stacey (for electronic copies of Cabinet and Cabinet Committee minutes)
margaret.stacey@dpmc.govt.nz
Ph: 817-9758
Sean Kinsler (for advice on requests for Cabinet material made under the Official Information Act)
sean.kinsler@dpmc.govt.nz
Ph: 817-9741
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Checklist for publishing Cabinet material on the web

Minister
approves
publication

•OIA principles
considered
•Minister
approves
publication
•Minister approves
publication of
related Cabinet
material
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Publisher
prepares
content

•Ensure final version is
used
•NZ Govt Agency Web
Stds and
Recommendations
met
•NZSIGS requirements
for classified
information met

Publisher
quality
assures
content

Content
published

•Final version
•Minute confirmed by
Cabinet
•Title/ref is accurate
•Date of signing included
•Distribution list removed
•Committee secretary’s
name & signature removed
•CAB100 consultation form
removed
•Cabinet Office summary
removed
•Related Cabinet material
included
•Crown copyright statement
included
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